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Executive Overview
NXM Autonomous Security (NAS) is a decentralized, software-based cybersecurity solution that enables
satellites, fleets of manned and unmanned vehicles, ground units, sensors, and other endpoint assets
to communicate directly and securely without the need to share hard-coded credentials or rely upon a
trusted gateway. NXM’s new approach to identity and access management utilizes distributed ledger
technology to empower devices to defend themselves against cyber threats, recover from
compromised activity, and allow cross-network communication between devices. This new security
framework can deploy and standardize security across multiple domains, overcoming interoperability
challenges present in military and commercial SATCOM applications. NXM’s architecture is designed to
manage large dynamic networks of devices at scale without sacrificing security.
The cornerstone of NXM is immutable machine identity. Leveraging the security capabilities of modern
processors, NXM firmware enables devices to self-generate globally unique machine identities and
associated cryptographic keys that are stored in secure processor memory. Each NXM-enabled device
automatically enrolls itself to a private network of Command and Control (C2) nodes that collaborate
to maintain a distributed immutable device registry that provides an audit trail of all device activity.
Through this process, finely grained access privileges and administrative controls are enabled and
enforced by the network’s distributed ledger representing the single source of truth; eliminating the
need for centralized certificate authorities in establishing secure connections between two or more
endpoints and the associated single points of failures that can lead to network-wide breaches.
NXM hardens C2 operations across multiple domains, allowing devices from separate networks to
operate securely in a distributed ‘network of networks’ environment, while still maintaining system
isolation based on levels of authorized access. NXM provides a path to self-healing and agile networks
that can evolve to adapt to new cyber threats, including quantum.

Key SATCOM Benefits
Satellites are physically separated from their C2 stations from launch to decommissioning. For this
reason, satellite security has traditionally relied on a set number of pre-loaded secret keys in hardware
security modules (HSMs) shared with their C2 station for telemetry, tracking and control (TT&C) and
payload link encryption. However, these keys cannot be changed, making scalable SATCOM
cybersecurity difficult to implement and challenging to upgrade using conventional methods. These
challenges become a major barrier to deploying and managing next generation SATCOM networks and
evolving applications. An effective cross-platform SATCOM solution must resolve these and
other increasingly complex operating challenges, including:
● Securing satellite-to-satellite communications as the network grows without going through C2
● Removing untrusted or obsolete satellites and devices from the network if a shared hard-coded
key exists between them
● Securely connect assets spanning multiple satellite networks with different C2 infrastructure
● Recover if hard-coded keys become compromised
● Operate securely if all pre-loaded keys are exhausted
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Background DoD Customer Discovery
NXM has performed significant investigations into DoD and related organizations' needs. This includes
US Space Force, US Air Force, US Air Force Research Lab, Space and Missile Systems Center,
Cryptologic and Cyber Systems Division, COMSATCOM and MILSATCOM. NXM allows the integration
of these organizations to establish a network of networks, while still maintaining their isolation. Based
on defense applications of NXM’s technology we expect to achieve the following benefits:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Restores full device security should a device be compromised
Protects all communications with end-to-end encryption and authentication
Secure real-time global situational awareness and common operational pictures
Secure C2 management system for auditability and standardization of cybersecurity
Enable military C2 systems to securely operate on commercial satellite systems
Integration of multi-trust level access based on security clearance on a per-device basis
Device-to-human authentication with integrated access policies
Enables autonomous mission authority for device fleet management
Avoids any single-point of failure that could result in a network or fleet-wide hack
Define short-lived networks comprised of relevant assets to address transitory military threats
Layers over any existing public key infrastructure with appropriate certification (NSA or FIPS-140)

Contract Opportunities
This document proposes opportunities for integration of NAS into various aspects of SATCOM and DoD
networks of connected devices. NXM is focused on creating an ecosystem within DoD to bridge the
different types of devices and networks into one system without introducing network-wide
vulnerabilities. The following represent the scope of the contract opportunities:
● SATCOM Enterprise: Inter-C2 access management system to allow device-to-device
communication between devices of different systems (e.g. satellite and drone with their own
respective C2 stations and operations).
● Common Operational Pictures: Integrate mission specific devices to achieve operational
oversight for real-time recording and actuating of data and commands for multiple devices. NAS
would allow devices and C2 systems to integrate into COPs, where many devices send/receive
data to/from multiple locations for Command and Control operations in real-time.
● Dynamic Network of Networks: Automatic and semi-automatic ad-hoc network creation
between devices across multiple networks, where NAS provides the administration
enforcement mechanism and key distribution for adding or removing trusted devices that can
span across operational environments and devices types.
● Inter-Satellite Networking: A satellite-based NAS device location registry enables two NAS
devices to rapidly locate each other in order to establish or re-establish a connection when a
device is roaming. This allows devices to roam from satellite-to-satellite securely.
● Comprehensive Support of all ABMS Categories: Solution is aligned with the DoD’s Advanced
Battle Management System (ABMS), which aims to integrate the US Air and Space Force
networks to effectively establish effective data sharing between systems and the devices
themselves.
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1. NAS Key Features
a. Five levels of Autonomous Security
NXM is focused on defining a new paradigm in cybersecurity, called Autonomous Security, that closes
the feedback loop of detection and response in security engineering through decentralization and
automation. It can be categorized on a five-point scale (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Five Levels of Autonomous Security

b. Decentralized identity and access management
A NXM-enabled device includes a firmware application embedded into a device’s Trusted Execution
Environment that enables extra security features separated from the Root of Trust (RoT) for endpoint
communication. This application allows endpoints (device, edge or cloud) to authenticate each other
and create a shared secret key for autonomous machine-to-machine communication without using preshared, hard-coded secret keys that often define a device’s RoT.
NXM self-generated keys are not hard-coded and are separate from the RoT providing complete data
and control separation. Devices attest their root secrets through the RoT to register their self-generated
machine identity, called its Concrete Identity (CID), and public key on a blockchain that is accessible by
any authorized device or administrator. This creates a decentralized public key sharing mechanism that
removes the need for centralized certificate authorities. In fact, using the RoT allows devices to update
their public key to the blockchain enabling devices to remove unauthorized access, form dynamic
networks, and upgrade to new algorithms in the future to create a network that defends itself against
cyber threats. Therefore, it becomes easy to add and remove connections between endpoints in
dynamic network environments.
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c. Eliminating platform-wide attacks
NXM architecture is designed to eliminate the threat of a system-wide attack by removing single-pointsof-failure. This is accomplished through:
●
●
●
●
●

Device Root of Trust established at manufacturing with per-device root secrets
Device self-generates its CID and cryptographic keys separate from its RoT
Device registers its CID and public key directly onto the blockchain
No certificate authority in establishing endpoint connections
Distributed ledger serves as the source of truth for access control and key distribution

d. Renewable security
Agile cryptography is used to restore the device to a known secure state. This is made possible by a
device’s immutable machine identity, where its public key is no longer required to be static. Once agile
crypto is invoked, the secure services in the processor’s Trusted Execution Environment will create new
keys, then re-authenticate with the Control Plane using the device’s RoT to regain access and register
its new keys on the distributed ledger (blockchain). The blockchain then distributes the updated public
key as necessary to other devices in order to maintain seamless communications. Detection capabilities
present in the device’s TEE can be automated to invoke agile crypto creating a positive feedback loop
for device recovery as shown in Figure 2 to minimize the down-time of a cyber-attack. This secure
process ensures an endpoint only has one unique public key at a time linked to its immutable machine
identity (unless there is multi-staged authentication, in which case there will be a unique set).

Figure 2: Automated Device Recovery

e. Upgradeable cryptography
NXM does not rely on proprietary cryptographic algorithms. Rather, it provides a mechanism to upload
new standardized algorithms defined by NIST or NSA such as quantum-resistant cryptography. The new
algorithm is remotely deployed to the device using a secure update process through the RoT. Once the
updated algorithm is in place, the device invokes agile crypto to regenerate its security keys. This is
important for satellites that are being launched now with potentially vulnerable cryptography with no
way of upgrading if new attacks to the cryptography are found (e.g. RSA and ECC are known to be
vulnerable to quantum).
© 2020 NXM Labs, Inc.
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2. Implementation Flexibility
a. Multi-Communication Pattern
NXM is designed to support major communication patterns, including publish-subscribe and point-topoint. See Table 1 for more details and Figure 3 for a diagram describing the different communication
pattern and implementation. MQTT over TLS allows one-to-many data sharing to minimize bandwidth
and integrate multiple endpoints to collect one piece of data, whereas a direct one-to-one connection
can also be made to minimize latency.
Table 1: List of Supported Communication patterns
Communication Pattern

Applications

Communication Protocol

Publish-Subscribe

Secure applications where data needs to be
shared among one or more subscribers.

MQTT over TLS 1

Point-to-point

Secure real-time applications that require sub
50ms latencies for end-to-end communications.

TLS

Notes
1
Payload encryption can also be used to protect contents through the MQTT broker.

Figure 3: NXM Communication Structure

b. Multi-Platform Device Architecture
This document mainly focuses on Cortex-A devices as these are being used in satellites with high
functionality, performance and radiation hardening requirements. NAS has also been developed for
Cortex-M (see Figure 4). ARMv8-A architecture is a layered security framework implementing Arm’s
TrustZone on Cortex-A that isolates normal and secure operations into two regions called Rich
Execution Environment (REE) and Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). In each region, functions are
organized into levels of privileged access called Exception Levels (ELs) to define inter-processor
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communication, where REE and TEE applications and their OS kernels are defined as EL0 and EL1.
Communication between REE and TEE is managed by the highest privileged functions in a Secure
Monitor at EL3 to ensure secure isolation. NXM device code is implemented as a Trusted Application
(TA) in a TEE layering on top of the native capabilities of the hardware RoT and secure boot in trusted
firmware (see Figure 5 for a diagram describing the different components of ARMv8-A architecture).
NAS can be integrated into any connected device which implements a TEE with an immutable Root of
Trust. Access to the NXM security feature set is made available through convenient APIs which are
included in the NXM Software Development Kits (SDKs). NXM SDKs are subjected to full security audits
including source code review and penetration testing through Underwriter’s Laboratory (UL) security
testing programs (See Table 2 for a list of targeted device architectures). This document mainly focuses
on Cortex-A devices as they are being used in satellites with high functionality and performance.
Table 2: Target List of Connected Device Platforms
Vendor

Architecture

Target Devices

TEE1

Certification

Availability

Arm

Cortex-M
(Figure 4)

Low power

TrustZone

PSA for Cortex-M2

Now

Arm

Cortex-A
(Figure 5)

High performance

TrustZone

PSA for Cortex-A3

In progress
Sep 2020

Intel

x86

High performance

Software Guard
Extension (SGX)

TBD 4

Notes
1
Trusted Execution Environment
2
NAS for Cortex-M is currently certified at PSA Level 1 and is undergoing certification at Level 2 at Underwriter’s
Laboratory.
3
NAS for Cortex-A will be tracking PSA certification as it becomes available.
4
Will prioritize based on device manufacturer interest
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Figure 4: NXM Secure Application in ARMv8-M Architecture

Figure 5: NXM Trusted Application in ARMv8-A Architecture
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c. Multi-Platform User Devices
Any operated device requires some form of user interface, which also has its own set of security
issues. NAS is meant to integrate with common user device types and work with their implemented
security architecture. Users can interact with devices using any major device form factors including
desktop, laptop, smartphone and tablet. In addition, all major user operating systems are supported
including Windows, MacOS, iOS, Android and browser (see Table 3 for currently supported platforms).
Access is subject to C2 application vendor support and administrator-defined access policies.
Table 3: Target List of User Access Platforms
Form Factor

OS

User Authentication 1

Desktop / Laptop

Windows 10 / MacOS

Facial recognition, Fingerprint scan, Pin-entry,
Hardware security key

Browser

Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge

Facial recognition, Fingerprint scan, Pin-entry,
Hardware security key

Tablet

iOS / Android

Facial recognition, fingerprint scan

Smartphone

iOS / Android

Facial recognition, fingerprint scan

Notes
1
Supported via FIDO user authentication and subject to user device hardware support.

d. Multi Cloud
As an option, devices may securely publish / subscribe to any of the major Cloud IoT vendors including
Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure as well as any DoD specific cloud enterprises such as JEDI Cloud (see
Table 4 for a list of targeted cloud platforms). This allows value-added services such as device analytics,
machine learning and storage to time-based databases. In addition, each of these major platforms also
supports the concept of device twin (also known as device shadows). This can be used to cache the
current state of the connected device in order to quickly bring up a new user device or common
operational picture without having to query connected devices.
The NXM security model for both device and user authentication into the cloud is fully supported.
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Table 4: Target List of Cloud Platforms
Cloud
Vendor

Authentication and Authorization
Device

Amazon
AWS

Connected
Device Hub

Device Twin

Example cloud services

User

NXM device
authentication

NXM user auth
with AWS IAM

IoT Core

AWS IoT
Shadow

AWS Analytics
AWS QuickSight 1
AWS Timestream 2
AWS ML Service

Microsoft NXM device
Azure
authentication

NXM user auth
with Active
Directory

IoT Hub

Azure Digital
Twins

Azure Analytics
and Monitoring
Azure Data Explorer 1
Azure Time Series Insights 2
Azure Machine Learning

Notes
1
Data visualization
2
Time-series database

e. Legacy systems integration
NAS can integrate with legacy devices by relying on their existing RoT. In order to remotely deploy
NXM firmware to legacy devices, NXM requires the following to be supported by the device:
●
●
●
●

Secure RoT
Crypto capabilities
TEE
Sufficient memory to add NXM secure firmware application

If the device does not have these capabilities, then the C2 station must securely deliver the legacy
device’s secret key information to be able to authenticate and encrypt messages to the new NXMenabled device. Therefore, the C2 system is sharing the RoT with the new device. This does not give
legacy devices NXM features but allows NXM-enabled devices to communicate with legacy systems.
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3. Administration
The topic is the basic unit of device communication for both the pub-sub and device-device
communication pattern. The C2 platform vendor is responsible for defining a set of topics that are
suitable for use by users and/or devices that interact with the connected device. The concept of “least
privilege” applies when creating topics. Each topic should be defined such that it contains no more
information than necessary to fulfill the role taken on by the endpoints.
A C2 platform vendor will define one or more administrators responsible for granting access to these
per-device topics on the blockchain. The device administrators for an associated C2 station will create
its own CID and identity keys for registration onto the blockchain and have the devices store them as
an authority (e.g. will only accept signed control plane messages from the administrator’s CID).
Administrators can authorize additional users with a predefined set of rules controlled by access to
authorized topics. This can work in the same way for device-to-device connections and defining topic
brokers.
As each device is manufactured, the manufacturer will use one of several possible methods to provision
the device onto the military’s administration system. It is envisioned that the administrator system will
be capable of the following actions described in Table 5 and Table 6. This is a basic description of
administration and requires further knowledge of the specific device administration architecture to
implement.
Table 5: Device Users
Description
User 1

Users can be added and removed by the administrator. The administrator will typically
add additional metadata to identify the user (name, organization unit, rank, etc.).

User Group 1

The user group is created and named by the administrator. The administrator can then
add individual users and/or existing user group(s) to this user group. Ultimately, a given
user group will correspond to a set of users.

Notes:
1
In this case, the administrator is not limited to the C2 administrator. The C2 administrator has the
authority to designate other administrators for a subset of devices controlled by the C2 administrator.
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Table 6: Device Administration
C2 Application

Description

Device

Devices are identified using their NXM CID which is self-generated by the device and
registered on the NXM blockchain. The C2 administrator system can subscribe to a
registration event on the blockchain so that it can automatically add new devices into its
administration system. The administrator can also add additional metadata to recognize
the device within the administration system (e.g. primary location, serial number, etc.)

Device Group

The device group is created and named by the C2 administrator. The administrator can
then add individual devices and/or existing device group(s) to this device group.
Ultimately, a given device group will correspond to a set of underlying device CIDs.

Access Role

Access roles are created and named by the C2 vendor. Each access role identifies the list
of topics that can be used by the access role holder for communication. Furthermore,
access to a given topic is constrained to be one of publish-only, subscribe-only or publish
and subscribe.
Using UAV as an example, topics could include:
● DroneLocation (e.g. altitude, lat, long, etc.)
● DroneVelocity (e.g. ground speed, air speed, direction, etc.)
● EngineWarnings (e.g. vibration, oil pressure, oil temperature, etc.)
The access roles are initially defined on the NXM blockchain by the device manufacturer.
It is envisioned that subsequent changes to the topics associated with the roles will
require administrative approval from both the device manufacturer and the C2
administrator(s). The exact details of these administrative policies are beyond the scope
of this document.

Device-User
Group

The device user group is created and named by the C2 administrator. The purpose of the
device user group is to associate an existing User Group with:
● One or more Access Roles
● One or more Device Groups

Device-Device
Group

The device-device group is created and named by the C2 administrator. The devices
communicate via a selected MQTT broker. Devices are selected one by one and are
assigned an access role.

Device-Device
Connection

The device-device connection is created and named by the C2 administrator. The
devices connect directly with each other over TLS (or another applicable security
protocol). The IP location of each device can be looked up via NXM device location
registry.
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4. ABMS Categories and Potential Projects
NXM delivers a distributed and decentralized C2 Enterprise Identity and Access Management System
for full auditability and standardization of cybersecurity across all registered DoD device networks. The
NAS solution integrates into the 6 different ABMS categories as follows:
Category 1: Sensor Integration – NXM embeds a hardware agnostic firmware application in the secure
regions of a processor to register a sensor onto the private C2 blockchain network. The aim of this
project is to demonstrate the integration of multiple device architectures into one common operational
picture for data and actuation.
Category 2: Data – NXM provides an auditable, cross-platform, and interoperable many-to-many data
architecture through the use of a publish-subscribe model that separates communication type based
on topic. Each topic is unique and can have a unique subset of publishers and subscribers, where each
endpoint must be registered on the private C2 blockchain network and have been authorized to access
that topic. The aim of this project is to demonstrate secure real-time global situational awareness and
common operational pictures in multiple authorized locations at scale that spans across multiple DoD
networks of devices.
Category 3: Secure Processing – Each C2 network can be registered onto their own blockchain network,
where multiple high-privileged C2 network authorities can span across each network and allow crossnetwork communication between registered devices. The aim of this project is to demonstrate crossplatform communication while maintaining different levels of trust and isolation depending on security
clearance in human-to-machine or machine-to-machine communication.
Category 4: Connectivity – NXM enables secure and authenticated many-to-many data sharing
techniques to decrease latency and decision-making capabilities and at the same time allow rapid
forming and closing of connections without impacting security. The aim of this project is to demonstrate
end-to-end auditable security in a dynamic environment at scale.
Category 5: Apps – NXM’s technology is designed to deploy across any C2 environment for device-todevice and device-to-cloud data sharing in one system allowing easy access to data for registered and
authorized devices and users. It is capable of integrating user authentication to control access to data
sitting in the cloud as well as on the device itself. A connection and the rules of communication between
a device and user device to control the type of data the user is authorized to receive and send is
recorded on the blockchain. This project aims to integrate user and device identity and access
management under the NXM platform to demonstrate decentralized access control between a user and
a connected device.
Category 6: Effects Integration - NXM empowers connected devices to verify any incoming data from
an authorized source allowing C2 administrators to create autonomous networks of devices that can
only include registered and authorized end points. The NXM blockchain can track any access to a device
allowing scalable autonomous distributed mission authority for device fleet management and can add
or remove administrative control based on collective agreement from C2 blockchain nodes for
delegated control of groups of assets. The aim of this project is to build a NXM-enabled many-to-many
data architecture across multiple device architectures for near-real time global situational awareness
and common operational pictures for an integrated mission control with real-time status updates for
multi-domain assets.
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5. Definitions
Term
Agile Crypto

Abbr.

Attestation Keys
Attestation Server
Blockchain
CID
Command and Control

C2

Common Operation Pictures

COPs

Control Gateway
Decentralization
Distributed
Firmware Over-the-air

FOTA

Hard-coded
Hyperledger Fabric

HLF

Immutable
Initial Attestation Token

IAT

Instance ID
Internal Trusted Storage
© 2020 NXM Labs, Inc.

ITS

Definition
Framework for removing unauthorized access or dynamically
changing cryptography keys and algorithms
A unique asymmetric keypair that gets provisioned to the device at
factory manufacture time. This is used to establish the root of trust
on the device and provide trusted attestation measurements.
A system that implements authentication and authorization using
device attestation claims and measurements.
A series of immutable records linked together using cryptography.
The basis for an immutable and tamperproof distributed ledger.
Concrete machine Identity. A self-generated immutable identity
used by every device using the NXM Autonomous Security model.
Authority in the operation of fleets of devices and delegation of
device administration and user roles. This term also extends to C3,
C4I, and C5ISR for increased functionality (communication,
computing, cyber, intelligence, survelliance, and reconnaissance).
COPs are collection points for situational awareness and C2
operations during one or many missions among a multitude of
devices used to complete the mission. It gives a real-time mission
overview of all assets and their status during a mission.
Controls access to blockchain and related control plane interactions.
Access credentials are received through successful device
attestation of its root secrets.
Multiple parties work together to complete a task. In the context of
blockchain, chaincode and smart contracts are executed over
multiple nodes to achieve decentralization.
Multiple copies of the same data stored in different location for
redundancy. Blockchain stores a copy of the ledger in multiple nodes
for consensus to maintain the integrity of the ledger.
A method to deploy a device firmware update over a network. New
image is signed by approval authority and verified by the device
before updating.
Values stored into read-only memory prior to device operation.
Hard-coded values are thought of as immutable.
Fabric is a permissioned distributed ledger, implemented using
blockchain technology. It is one of many blockchain projects under
the Hyperledger umbrella.
Unchangeable, e.g. implemented through read-only or write-once
memory or distributed for redundancy and cryptographically
chained in the case for blockchain.
A set of claims and measurements attesting to a device’s state, such
as the code it is running and its lifecycle state.
A unique identifier provisioned to immutable memory in each
device using the PSA security model. It is tied to a low-level
cryptographic key unique to the device.
PSA API for on-chip secure and physically protected storage.
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Isolation Levels
Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport

MQTT

NXM Autonomous Security

NAS

NXM Device SDK
Platform Security Architecture

PSA

Proof of Authority
Provisioning

PoA

PSA Root of Trust
Realtime Operating System

PRoT
RTOS

Real-time Operating System
Kernel
Rich Execution Environment

REE

Root of Trust

RoT

Secure Boot
Trusted Application

TA

Trusted Boot
Trusted Execution
Environment

TEE

Trusted Firmware-A
Trusted Firmware-M

TF-A
TF-M
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PSA service that enforces isolation between the PSA root of trust
and application roots of trust.
A publish-subscribe network protocol that usually runs over TCP/IP
designed for small footprint, low bandwidth, and one-to-many
messaging applications.
Security model that builds on top of device RoT using attestation,
secure boot and firmware update, self-sovereign identity, and
decentralized key storage and distribution.
Software libraries and interfaces allowing an app developer to build
a secure application.
Created by Arm, PSA is a holistic set of threat models, security
analyses, hardware and firmware architecture specifications, open
source firmware reference implementations, and an independent
evaluation and certification scheme.
Blockchain consensus algorithm based on identity as a stake.
The attestation-based process in which a device gets authenticated
and authorized to use the NXM Cloud network.
This defines the most trusted security domain within a PSA system.
The device’s operating system, running in the nonsecure processing
environment.
The privileged execution state of the RTOS, which also runs in the
nonsecure processing environment.
Also known as a “Normal World” or “Non-Secure Processing
Environment”, the security domain outside of the Trusted Execution
Environment. Typically contains an operating system (e.g. Linux) and
the application code.
The minimal set of software, hardware and data that is implicitly
trusted in the platform – there is no software or hardware at a
deeper level that can verify that the Root of Trust is authentic and
unmodified.
Also known as Trusted Boot (see below).
The security domain in which additional security services are
implemented on top of PSA.
Technology that provides a chain of trust for all the components
during boot.
Also known as a “Secure World” or “Secure Processing
Environment”, the security domain that includes the Root of Trust
and trusted application domains. It may also include a trusted OS
(e.g. OP-TEE) handling trusted applications and their execution.
The reference implementation of the PSA framework for Cortex-A.
The reference implementation of the PSA framework for Cortex-M.
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